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Dear Readers,
for over 40 years we have
been contributing to
improving road safety.
Firstly we developed
adjustment devices for dri-
ver assistance systems
which meet to all of our
Philosophy requirements:
A workshop solution must
bring benefits for the
users. It must help them
to do his jobs quickly and
economically. We retain
this approach for all of our
products, which we pre-
sent in this issue of our
company magazine. We
are very pleased about
the interest you show and
we are always available
for any inquiries you may
have. You will no doubt
find some inspiration for
useful investments which
will also bring you money. 
Have fun reading 
wishes 

Your  Werner Rogg 

www.romess.de

A good nose for
cars and trucks

A tidy matter: Werner
Rogg presents the ultra-
sonic leak and noise
seeker USM 20128 in
the mobile case.

Whether large or small vehicle - the rule is
the same - that what is not right is wrong!
For example even the smallest leakage or
driving noise can cause great expense, if
they are not localized quickly. And we
all agree that the smaller, the
nastier... 
Workshop professionals know that

they are best advised with ROMESS
diagnostic equipment. Therefore, the
new ultrasonic leak detector USM
20128, with electronic red 
pointer, is greatly
acknowledged on the
market. 
It does a valuable ser-

vice as a good substitu-
te nose for in car works-
hops as well as in com-
mercial vehicle service.
The device finds leaks
and the causes of road
noise in no time and
thanks to its display in
analogue-look, the
pointer can be easily
visually detected and
therefore ensures
relaxed working. "That
was particularly important
for us," says developer
and ROMESS CEO
Werner Rogg. 
Modern workshop equip-

ment from our company
must not only function per-
fectly, but also must fulfil

the highest ' look and feel ' standards.
"This applies also for the packaging: The
USM 20128 is supplied in an attractive
case, includes headphones and all acces-

sories as well as an operation
instructions manual. 

After unpacking you may start
immediately. This leak detector
is really fun: Air, steam and gas
leaks with cross-sections of up

to under 0.1 millimetres can be
easily and completely localized. At

the same time this unit can
trace driving noise.
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AIRMATIC ... so strong!

Spring is just around the corner - the winter
tires can now be removed. Whenever tier
changes are pending tire professionals
need a high-performance tire inflator. The
AIRMATIC standard versions from Romess,
can be found under the model names ARF
904 (maximum pressure: 4 bar) ARF905
(maximum pressure: 10 bar). 
The electronic quality unit shows its self not
only through its power but also the fact that
it is easy to use. 
Its robust housing makes it resistant to all
weather conditions and therefore suitable
for outdoor installation. 
The AIRMATIC empties or fills tires automa-
tically. The desired tire pressure is simple to
set with the plus minus button, the desired
and actual pressure is shown during the fil-
ling on the displayed. "Our AIRMATIC is per-
fect for the rush periods and increases the
customer service enormously, " says manu-
facturing specialist Uwe Emminger.

Perfect for professionals
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In great demand
Easy to operate, robust and
incorruptible - principally these
characteristics make the 
AQUA 10 ROMESS device to
one of the most popular brake
fluid testers on the market. 
The device simulates exactly the
conditions as in the wheel cylin-
der. Standard measurement
methods, however, often only
test the electric conductivity of
the brake fluid. Therefore the
AQUA system offers the user
more safety.

New Booth
As always ROMESS is once
again represented at this year's
Automechanika in Frankfurt /
Main from 16 to 20 September.
However, the company is pre-
sent on a new stand. Please
note: Hall 8 E 50.

No vouchers
Garages giving vouchers after
comprehensive insurance
damage claims, for repeat busi-
ness is anti-competitive. This
was decided by the Higher
Regional Court in Hamm after a
workshop gave clients vouchers
in full excess amount of the cus-
tomers' co-payment.

INFO

Tire professionals in workshops, but also car manufacturers need strong performance tire inflators. Especially when
daily operations also include multiple fillings.

AQUA 10 made by ROMESS:
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Brake service is a good business deal. Your custo-
mer leaves the garage, but shortly after, he's back.
That is stressful. The brakes are "soft". This is bad
for business! ROMESS advertises with the slogan "
Life is hard enough even without soft brakes. " This
is so true. 
Customer complaints after a brake system flush

which did not bring the expected effect is something
which every car work-shop can do without. Users of
ROMESS devices can feel confident: because
these devices equipped with the patented conveyor
technology have this problem under control."Soft"
brakes arise when gas or vapor bubbles accumula-
te during filling - This reduces braking efficiency,
and the motorist is annoyed because he has paid
for the service and because brakes that do not work
properly are dangerous. "We have devices in every
price segment with high market standards. Here
every company can find the right solution, "says
sales manager Norbert Siebold. For example, the S
22 DUO from our business line with level indicator
for canisters - a powerful device!

Nobody
needs
stress!

Powerful with the best cost-benefit: the S 22 DUO.
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PremiumLine

BusinessLine

EcoLine

The best that the market has to offer. For
users who need a "continuous runner" for
their workshop.

Proven ROMESS technology at attractive
conditions designed to appeal workshop
professionals, who want quality, but also
pay attention to the price.

Functional technology at a favourable
price. Users also benefit from the know-
how of the market leader in brake mainte-
nance.

Our current tip for the PremiumLine: S 15
The S 15 is an all-rounder in terms of its capacity designed for
daily usage, easily refilling justifies economical handling. Tank
capacity: 19 litres. This is of course also a device particularly well
suited for ABS.

Our current tip for the BusinessLine: S 20 DUO
The ROMESS S 20 DUO is an easy demountable brake mainte-
nance device for canisters of up to 20 litres. This allows comforta-
ble servicing of hydraulic brake systems. The S 20 DUO version is
provided with a pre-drainage system, whereas the S 20 is without
pre-drainage.

Our current tip for the EcoLine: SE 8 B
The SE 8 B is the first ROMESS brake maintenance device in modu-
lar design. This brings significant cost advantages in shipping, becau-
se the device can be extremely compactly packaged. The customer
receives three modules and the device can be built together very
quickly. SE 8 B can be used with canisters of up to 20 litres.
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Leader by far
Driver assistance systems make dri-
ving safer. "This is also our mission,
"says ROMESS CEO Werner Rogg
.Unmistakably, the company has
been in this field of development
since the beginning and is an
accomplished leader in the develop-
ment and manufacturer of alignment
equipment.
When Daimler built the first distronic

assistant systems in the
Mercedes S-Class,
ROMESS provided the
distronic adjusting device
09803 - DTR. The
workshops are able to
adjust the radar head

in an easy way.  
Then in the course of time as this

was modified, ROMESS developed
the appropriate adaptations. For use
in today's economical automatic
vehicle interval control, as in most
middle class cars such as the B,C,
and E class or as installed in com-
mercial vehicles , ROMESS brought
the adjusting device 09807-10 on to
the market.
The system, for the radar sensor

"Distronic Plus" is an ideal workshop
solution which is incredibly easy to
handle and is economical. Just place
it on the radar head and with a con-
ventional spirit level aligned with the
horizon. 
Particularly smart: All of the paten-

ted adjustments are held with a suc-
tion cup which gives a gentle setting.
A hand pump creates a vacuum, so
that the adjustment is held securely
in position.
For commercial vehicles ROMESS

provides the ART- adjusting device,
which adjusts distance sensors in
trucks and busses in a quick efficient
way, saving time and therefore
expensive. This device is mounted
on the wheel hub of the rear axle.

Distronic 
adjustment
09803-DTR.

ROMESS 09807-10
Distronic plus in a
practical carrying
case

ART 09805 the control
adjustment for the use
in the commercial field.


